The Committee on Programme have assigned theabove subject to me for a paper. Had they asked me to choose a subject for My faith in the dentist of the present and of the near future is unbounded, as to their action in regard to saving teeth.
Everything is promising, their inclination is in that direction, their education is directed in that way, public taste is being directed more in that way, humanity calls upon them to do so, progressive ideas must prevail,, and the time is coming when the forceps will be a quarterly or semi-annual issue, instead of a daily. This will be brought about by honest, intelligent application of ways and means of treating and preserving the teeth. Honest endeavor and individual enterprise will help the public to see the folly of making needless sacrifice. Honest dentists, will help to make honest and intelligent patrons.
Intelligent patrons will demand the best of service, and if honest to themselves and the profession, they will not be rummaging the newspapers to find the Cheap Johns who advertise eight dollar teeth (and gas free until the first of the month). Unfortunately for both the public and the profession, the curse of dentistry of the present day is this demoralizing system of advertising cheap work. 
